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’thenumber of sick that poured in. That seems to us to have

been, in the main, both the cause and the explanation of
the temporary breakdown of the hospital service which took I;place and about which so much has been heard. I

SMALL-POX IN LONDON.

THE small-pox returns for the last week show no diminu- i 
(

- tion in the number of cases. On Saturday, Jan. llth, 48 .,
fresh cases were notified and removed ; on Sunday, Jan. 12th,
- there were 30 fresh cases ; on Monday, Jan. 13th, there were
:53 fresh cases ; on Tuesday, Jan. 14th, there were 37 fresh
’cases ; and on Wednesday, Jan. 15th, there were 24 fresh
- cases, 

____ 

C

THE CHEAP PISTOL.

SECE we last referred to this subject in December there Sl

’have occurred a " Brighton tragedy " and an " Eastbourne o

-tragedy," presenting the usual features of murder and ,1

suicide by shooting with a pistol, and the New Year had not :F

been two days old before the "Hunstanton tragedy ’ }
- showed again the danger of allowing deadly weapons to be s

bought and carried without restriction. If any member of

Parliament should care to ask for a return showing
- the number of deaths attributable to the revolver
in Great Britain during 1901 he would, we believe,
find that they were fully equal to those resulting from i:
’many of the minor actions that have been fought in r
South Africa. Parliament in this session no doubt will 

q
’have plenty to occupy it to the exclusion of such matters r

-as legislation for the restriction -of the sale of fire- v
.arms. At the same time the subject may at any moment, c
’when it is too late to legislate, become one of considerable t
importance. The coronation of His Majesty is approaching, a

.and by that date London is likely to contain a large number r
- of foreign monarchs and their representatives, while our own i
Royal Family will be constantly before the public. We have t
no intention of being pessimistic or alarmist, but to shut &egrave;
"the door after the horse is stolen is proverbially a useless 1
.exercise of caution, and the murder of the late President of (
the United States should serve to remind us that any c
"1lliscreant with a disordered brain and 3s. 6d. in his pocket 
may at any time take a valuable life if he is reckless or mad I
.enough to sacrifice his own. c

SEWAGE DISPOSAL AT CHICHESTER. 
a

THE cathedral city of Chichester has been most unfor- a

-tunate in the matter of its disposal of sewage. It was only n

.six years ago that a complete scheme of main drainage a

was carried out at a cost of upwards of .642,000. Now the if
- citizens are face to face with an expenditure of a sum k

’which will probably not fall short of five figures for the o

.improvement of the outfall works. This new expense a

’has been forced upon the corporation owing to a law- k

."suit successfully brought against the city by Lord Gifford d

for allowing the discharge of foul effluent from the n

- works into the harbour. The sanction of the Local a

’’Government Board is now being sought by the corpora- i]

tion to borrow the necessary sum for carrying out an c

improved scheme at the outfall works. The corporation have L

.adopted the Native Guano Company’s system, by which it is s

proposed to enlarge the tanks to three times their present r

size, and in lieu of treating the sewage with eight grains c

-of chemicals per gallon, as in the past, to substitute v

60 grains. 60 gallons per head of the population per I
-day are to be so treated, and all that there may be (

in excess of this is to be received in rough filters r

or placed upon the land. The company’s scheme a

provides that it shall take the whole matter of the out- I
fall works and the disposal of the sewage entirely out of the r

’hands of the council. This requires the fullest investigation f

before the corporation’s seal is affixed to the contract.

Sewage-disposal is a very important matter ; so, also, must
be to Chichester the proposal of the company to convert the
sludge into manure. The question of Chichester’s outfall

sewage works is no new one to the Local Government Board.

In the summer of 1899 cases of typhoid fever were traced
directly to the consumption of sewage-contaminated cockles
from the harbour, and on that occasion the assistance of the
Whitehall authorities was sought.

DYSENTERY IN ASYLUMS.

THE discussion upon dysentery in asylums which was
opened by Dr. F. W. Mott, F. R. S., at the meeting of the
Epidemiological Society on Dec. 13th, 1901, will be resumed
to-night (Friday, Jan. 17th) at 11, Chandos-street, Cavendish-
square, W., at 8.30. Many physicians associated with the work
of asylums are expected to take part in the debate, and Dr.
J. W. Washbourn, C.M.G,, will open a discussion on "The
Relation of the Dysentery of Asylums to that of South

Africa," his paper being illustrated by lantern slides and

specimens. 
-

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE ALCOHOL
QUESTION IN RUSSIA.

AT any time a trustworthy account of the liquor traffic "
in Russia would have been of interest, and at the present
moment so much attention is being bestowed on the alcohol
question as it affects this country that a Russian report
recently issued by State Councillor J. N. de Lodijensky is
worthy of note. From this report, which is the joint work
of M. A. G. Pedashenko and M. A. P. Vihliaief, it appears
that the Russian people have been accustomed to the use of
alcoholic beverages from the earliest times. Ancient

manuscripts and legends bear witness to the fact that even
in prehistoric times the people were given to feasting and
that "med" " and beer were enjoyed by the poor whilst wine
derived from grapes was drunk by the rich. The "med,"
like our English mead, was made from honey and is

described as having been I slightly intoxicating" ; of the

composition of the beer we are not told. The art of

distillation was introduced into Russia from Western

Europe at the end of the fourteenth or at the beginning
of the fifteenth century, and from that time the con-

sumption of spirits rapidly increased. The reigning princes
granted power to some of the people to sell alcoholic drinks
and they also established places for its sale under their own
management. At a later period under John III. the Crown
assumed the sole right to make alcoholic beverages. This

led to illicit brewing and distilling. John IV., who is best
known in England as Ivan the Terrible, established a number

; of public-houses about the year 1555. These houses were
! afterwards let on lease. Under this system the sole right to

keep public-houses and to sell alcoholic drinks in any given
district was vested in a single individual. The right to the
monopoly was sold for a term of years to the highest bidder

. and the fee was paid to the Crown. In some places the
’ monopoly was retained by the Crown and the trade was
L carried on by persons nominated by the Government and

bound on oath to trade honestly. Of the spirits used
i some were prepared in the public-houses ; some were

j manufactured by merchants or landed proprietors. In the
districts in which the monopoly was sold the spirits
were made by the holders of the licence. In those

’ parts of the country which were retained by the
Crown the arrangements for carrying out the work were

; rather peculiar. Civil officers called "inn-heads" were.
 appointed to conduct the business, and they received no
. payment for their work, but on the contrary they had to
 make good a deficit should the returns fall short of the sum
i fixed by the Government as the minimum. On the other


